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"The project Inspire with number 2021-1-FR01-KA220-VET-000034853 was developed as part of the
Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership for VET program with a consortium of partners from Belgium, France,
Ireland, Portugal and Turkey and the support of the French National Agency. The two-year project
aims to pilot 15 young unemployed from each partner country to help them build a network and
design a social business model through online learning "

ONLINE PROJECT MANAGEMENT MEETINGS
Project management meetings were
held online and ideas were exchanged
in these meetings. In the first meeting,
the project was introduced to partners
by the coordinator partner Association
Culturelle Des Jeunes Turcs De Bar Le
Duc. The roles of the partners, the
intellectual outputs of the project, and
the timeline were discussed.

In the second one, the social
entrepreneurship process across
the partner countries and over
Europe the structural, financial and
legal difficulties were discussed and
addressed.

In the third meeting, a more specific topic,
methodological approaches to performing needs
for Intellectual Output 1 was debated.

KICK OFF MEETING IN PARIS

First kick-off meeting took place in Paris,
at Station F which is a start-up campus
supported by the government and made
for
entrepreneurs.
Partners
had
exchanges
and
presentations
about
project management including network
model
planning,
training
courses,
methodology
and
dissemination
strategies. Also, the financial situation,
administrative process, and timesheets
were discussed.

FOCUS GROUP MEETING
In the meeting, the motivation of young
people
for
becoming
social
entrepreneurs was investigated and
possible challenges and obstacles for
social enterprises and entrepreneurs
were discussed. Young entrepreneurs
stated that the biggest challenge they
face is funding.

ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE DES JEUNES TURCS DE BAR LE DUC (FR)
Aims to promote the Turkish culture through several activities, offer a better
representation of the Turkish community, empower the solidarity and
friendships between its members, find solutions to cultural problems, and help
social issues. The organization aims to facilitate the integration of Turkish
people into the social frame of living in France in conclusion.
ascdbarleduc.org
instagram.com/ascdbarleduc
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